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Abstract
A major challenge faced in Mobile Ad Hoc Net-works (MANET) 
is locating mobile devices for communication, especially with 
high node mobility and sparse node density due to disaster in 
disaster area. The use of environmental context parameters is 
important in interactive applications in this area. To allow for 
self-configuration of MANETs by enabling them to be adaptive 
to varying context parameters values. Therefore, Clustering 
schemes offer a practical way of managing these nodes in 
disaster area providing cluster creation, cluster head selection, 
scalability, location identification, location updates when dealing 
with location management for MANET in disaster area. In this 
paper, we proposed a novel architecture and mechanism for 
Context Based Location management (CBLM) using mobile 
agent through sensors processed parameters values that 
determined the cluster head creation and updates if required 
and Location Management.

Keywords
Mobile ad hoc network (MANET), Context Parameter, Cluster 
Head, Location Management, Context Based Location 
management (CBLM).

I. Introduction
Mobile Ad hoc Networks (MANETs) are autonomous, self-
organizing, rapidly deployable and dynamically reconfigurable 
collection of mobile nodes with no pre-existing and fixed 
infrastructure [2]. Usually, these mobile nodes acts as both 
hosts and routers at the same time [11].It can also be defined 
as a platform or a set of nodes that can move freely and 
establish an ephemeral self-configuring wireless network 
[10] and nodes may have limited processing power, limited 
battery life, limited memory, limited transmission range etc 
[9] In [20], propose an algorithm for GPS-free positioning of 
the nodes in an ad-hoc network. Its goal is to show that in 
the scenarios where an infrastructure does not exist and GPS 
cannot be used, there is a way to obtain positions of the nodes 
by distributed processing. In [24], the fundamental problems 
of ad hoc networking by giving its related research background 
including the concept, features, status, and applications of 
MANET.In case of natural disaster such as Earthquake [39], 
Blizzard etc due to this location of nodes is scatter as result 
communication is impossible among nodes so need context 
to manage location of mobile nodes [38].
In order to use context effectively for location management, 
we must understand both what context is and how it can be 
used [1]. An understanding of context will enable application 
designers to choose what context to use in their applications 
[26]. An understanding of how context can be used will help 
application designers determine what context-aware behaviors 
to support in their applications. In the work of location 
management ‘context-aware, Schilit and Theimer [12] refer 
to context as location, identities of nearby people and objects, 
and changes to those objects [27]. Some consider context to 

be the user’s environment, while others consider it to be the 
application’s environment. Brown [13] defined context to be the 
elements of the user’s environment that he user’s computer 
knows about. It is necessary to study various type of Context 
parameter.
There are various context parameters such as    Battery Energy 
levels of each node, Location Area of all nodes, Bandwidth 
between two nodes, Network condition, nearest neighbors, 
distance between to node etc [1].There are four types of 
context Computing context: such as network connectivity, 
communication costs and communication bandwidth, and 
nearby resources such as printers, displays, and workstations. 
User context: such as the user’s profile, location, people nearby, 
even the current social situation. Physical context: such as 
lighting, noise levels, traffic conditions, and temperature.
Time context: Time is also an important and natural context for 
many applications. Since it is hard to fit into any of the above 
three kinds of context, we propose to add a fourth context 
category as such as time of a day, week, month, and season 
of the year. Due to mobility of nodes or nodes scatter due to 
any disaster accrue it is necessary to form cluster and cluster 
head.
The purpose of clustering is two-fold: the first is to create a 
network of hierarchy, and the second is to select a dominating-
set of nodes i.e. the cluster heads [6].A cluster is a connected 
graph including a cluster head responsible of the management 
of the cluster, and some ordinary nodes. Each node belongs to 
only one cluster [17]. In order to reduce the overhead of the CH 
communications, the number of clusters must be minimized 
in the whole network [4]. In [18], Heinzelman et al propose 
a protocol (LEACH) that allows nodes to select CHs using a 
distributed algorithm. Each sensor takes its turn as CH so that 
their energy consumption is balanced. In [30], assumed that 
the cluster formed in a MANET will be maintained regularly by 
the underlying cluster formation algorithm. In a cluster, the 
heads rebroadcast can cover all other nodes in its cluster. 
Due to mobility of nodes context change so that nodes should 
be reconfigure.
It present the design and implementation of a working 
prototype system that enables self-configuration in mobile ad 
hoc networks (MANETs) by exploiting context based location 
management and cross-layer design principles [3]. The IBM 
autonomic computing blueprint [16] defines four distinct 
concepts behind autonomy, namely self-configuration, self-
optimization, self-healing and self-protection. In [32], RSV 
conf is an auto configuration protocol for MANETs realized to 
support the high mobility of scenarios like those in the ITS 
context (Intelligent Transportation System). Self configuration 
is needed to manage location in disaster areas environment. 
The  aim  of  location management  is  to  track  where  the  
devices  are,  allowing  calls,  messages and other services to 
be delivered to them[9]. Ina MANET, hosts act equally as routers 
and cooperate to relay packets. When used outdoors, MANET 
is particularly attractive in providing location-based services 
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[7]. The main goal of this scheme, which employs hierarchical 
principles, is to minimize the control traffic associated with 
location-management [6]. Location management with low 
energy consumption is discussed in [21].In disaster areas,. 
Each node on its neighborhood information is updated in a 
timely manner to achieve guaranteed coverage [23]. It is also 
suggested in [33] that the radius can be dynamically adjusted 
based on the host density near the VHR. Due to scatter nodes 
or due to mobility of nodes added to a cluster or remove from 
a cluster When the size of the network grows, the amount of 
signaling overhead also increases to maintain the topology 
updates [4]. The two most popular techniques to reduce 
signaling overhead in MANETs are Fish Eye [8].A multiple home 
regions based location service protocol in large-scale mobile 
ad hoc networks [11]. In [22] discussed many approaches in 
network wide broadcasting namely flooding, probability based, 
area based, network knowledge and cluster based broadcasting 
methods. In the literature, several distributed strategies have 
been devised [33],[34],[35].In [31], it assumes that the MANET 
starts with a single node initiating the configuration process. 
Once that node gets configured, other nodes can subsequently 
join and leave the network and the MANET can grow and shrink 
in size. Hence, MANET initiation is an important task.
To allow for self-configuration of MANETs nodes by enabling them 
to be adaptive to varying context parameters values. Therefore, 
Clustering schemes offer a practical way of managing these 
nodes in disaster area providing cluster creation, cluster head 
selection, location identification, location updates, scalability, 
when dealing with location management for MANET in disaster 
area.
The rest of the paper is organized in sections. Section II 
describes previous works under heads of background,  in the 
field of location management, clustering and formation of 
cluster heads. The section III consist of proposed work dealing 
with description of context awareness and how clustering 
is to be done and how hierarchical modeling can help in 
solving the problems of location management. This provides 
a comprehensive architecture for Context Based Location 
Management and its working and mechanism. The section IV 
consists of the Conclusion. The section V consists of the future 
work for further research that can be done in this field. Finally, 
the paper uses references are mention in section VI. 

II. Background
Almost every year, the world is stricken by numerous catastrophic 
natural disasters, such as earthquake, hurricane, typhoon, 
tsunami, etc [14]. When stricken by a catastrophic natural 
disaster, such as Jiji/Taiwan Earthquake [37], Sichuan/China 
Earthquake [38], or Hurricane Katrina [39], emergency rescue 
operation is very critical to numerous lives. Many people trapped 
in the disastrous areas under collapsed buildings or landslides 
may have a large chance to survive if they are rescued in 72 
hours, referred as “Golden 72Hours”. Due to disaster Manet 
Architecture is destroy and some nodes are lives. These nodes 
want to communicate by performing cluster creation i.e. nodes 
are joining the cluster or leaving the cluster. So it is necessary to 
collect Context by means of sensors. MANETs are multiple-hop, 
packet-forwarding networks consisting of potentially mobile 
nodes interconnected by wireless links [29].
Context is any information that can be used to characterize 
the situation of an entity. This definition makes it easier for 
an application developer to enumerate the context for a given 

application scenario [3], [26]. If a piece of information can 
be used to characterize the situation of a participant in an 
interaction, then that information is context [1]. Context-
aware computing is a mobile computing paradigm in which 
applications can discover and take advantage of contextual 
information (such as user location, time of day, nearby people 
and devices, and user activity [15], [27]. The relevance of a 
piece of context data depends on its age and the distance the 
context data was generated in [28].
In [5], provides a Cluster Head (CH) selection algorithm in which 
a node with minimum id is chosen as cluster Head. Thus, ids 
of neighbors of cluster head will be higher than that of the 
cluster head. 
In  [2], ABSLM, nodes make use of the real life concept of 
making acquaintances and keeping in touch with them 
regarding each other’s current locations [6]. ABSLM has a 
twofold aim: to avoid the overhead of flooding; and to use a ‘soft’ 
location management setup that does not require strict location 
management strategies [7] and is thus computationally less 
expensive than standard ‘hard’ location management schemes 
[9]. By the aid of acquaintances, our scheme informally builds 
a ‘soft’ location management setup and eliminates the need 
for strict management strategies (like computation of grids, 
assignment of location servers or home regions, location 
registration, etc) [21].
The feasibility of a clustering method can be primarily determined 
by the complexity of the cluster head selection [4]. Optimizing 
the cluster head selection allows for the network to be more 
efficient by minimizing the signaling overhead while ensuring 
that the network connectivity is maintained despite topology 
changes. In this, it investigates the problems of cluster head 
selection for large and dense MANET [25].
In [11], propose a multiple home regions based location service 
protocol in large-scale mobile ad hoc networks. Issues of 
MANETS like Routing, Medium (or Channel) access, Mobility 
Management, Security and Reliability, and Power Consumption. 
In disaster area scenarios the movement of the single node 
is not randomly distributed over the complete simulation 
area [37]. It also has figured out that the movement of nodes 
depends on the different areas. Disaster area scenarios have 
the advantage of structured movement based on civil protection 
tactics39]. Therefore, it is possible to create a realistic mobility 
model for disaster areas. According to this model, two real-life 
disasters were modeled [19].
Data replication is one of the popular services in mobile ad-
hoc networks (MANETs), and increase data availability by 
creating local or nearly located copies of frequently used items, 
reduce communication overhead, achieve fault-tolerance and 
load balancing [17].Design and implementation of a working 
prototype system that enables self-configuration in mobile ad 
hoc networks (MANETs) by exploiting context awareness and 
cross-layer design principles [3].

III. Proposed Architecture and Mechanism
The problem in existing literature is that, when number of nodes 
in MANET moves from one network to another network, each 
node performs registration individually. This leads to more 
bandwidth consumption and higher delay to manage network 
with increased number of nodes. There is no concept of one 
entity registration for location management on behalf of the 
whole group in existing schemes. We proposed a Context 
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Based Location Management (CBLM) for MANET in disaster 
area environment using Mobile Agent.

A. Context Based Location Management Architecture
As in fig. 1, shows proposed mechanism. This architecture 
mainly defines the way in sensor sense the environment and 
extracts context parameters to manage node mobility using 
Foreign Agent (FA) and Home Agent (HA). The nodes in a 
MANET can be classified by their capabilities. A number of 
nodes are collected to from a cluster. A  Cluster Head (CH) 
is a node having a larger share of resources and full control 
over all nodes present in a cluster. CH, due to their larger 
capacity contains the complete Context parameter and bears 
the primary responsibility for data broadcast and satisfying a 
node queries. In a MANET, each node has an area of influence. 
This is the area over which its transmissions can be heard. A 
CH will initially have a larger area of influence as it generally 
has a more powerful battery. As the power level decreases, the 
area of influence of any node will shrink because the power 
available to broadcast is reduced. 

Legends:
Mobile Node (MN)• 
Cluster Head (CH)• 
Wireless link between CH and MN• 

Fig. 1: Context Based Location Management (CBLM) 
Architecture

B. Working of different Modules
Fig. 1: show proposed CBLM Architecture which is consists of 
four modules.

1. Module- 1

(i) Context Collector (CC Module)
CC Module is consists of following components: Sensor: 
The sensed environment is accessed by means of sensors. 
These sensors are diverse in the way they provide the sensed 
information to whoever needs it. Sensors do not produce 
context information but raw data that has to be translated into 
meaningful information i.e. context. The sensors provide some 
metadata about their collected data to give an understanding 
of what they are monitoring. For example a GPS might yield that 
it is collecting MN location through a “location” value.

(ii) SCI (Sensor Communication Interface)
It is generic interface for that purpose, the Sensor Communication 
Interface (SCI), to which all communication protocols with the 
sensors conform. Every device is equipped with the SCIs for the 
sensors it carries and we consider them supplied as software 
modules bundled with the sensors.

(iii) SCI Manager
Sensor Communication Interface Manager is responsible for 
advertising the SCIs the device holds and discovering and 
retrieving SCIs from other MNs by communicating with their 
respective SCI Managers. 

(iv) Context parameter Collector
Sensors do not produce context information but raw data that 
has to be translated into meaningful information i.e. context. For 
this reason semantics regarding the data the sensors produce 
are included in the various SCIs so that the raw data gains 
some semantic meaning before it is passed to the Context 
Parameter Processor. Another task this module is in charge 
of the pruning of the abundant context information. Sensors 
produce a plethora of data that are not all useful. For example 
GPS receivers inform for every single location change, even 
in the scale of some meters. This amount of detail might not 
be needed to be collected. The Context Parameter Collector 
retains custom filters for each context collected that states 
which changes in values are deemed significant to be stored 
and which should be discarded.
The Context Collector comprises 3 entities, namely the 
Processing Interfaces, the Context Modeler and the Semantic 
Handler. 

(v) Processing Interfaces
The Processing Interfaces entity is used to provide different 
interfaces for the handling of various data types provided by 
sensors. One sensor might for example produce binary data 
and another scalar. This entity provides the generic feature for 
the platform to be able to respond to every possible input. 
Context Modeler: Context Modeler then is instantiated with its 
main activity being the translation of the simple data to the 
model representation proposed. 

(vi) Semantic Handler
The Semantic Handler enriches the semantics of the context, 
with metadata more specific to the uses of the platform. It 
builds on sensor and provides more semantics like “latitude-
longitude/positioning” etc. The purpose of this is to ensure 
that the platform is not explicitly bundled with sensors, i.e. the 
“location” metadata but it is rather bundled with the general 
notion described by more than one words. 

2. Module –2

(i) Context Processor (CP Module)
CP Module is consists of Context Parameter Processor (CPP), 
Context Parameter Repository and Context Parameter Handler 
(CPH). Description of each component is given below.
Context Parameter Processor (CPP): It is responsible for 
modeling the primitive context information collected from the 
sensors to the generic context model. Semantic information is 
tagged to the context in order to allow for semantic operations 
to 
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be performed. The Context Parameter Processor stores context 
information in the local data store created for this reason.

(ii) Context Parameter Repository (CPR)
It is used to store Context Parameter for providing information 
to Context Parameter Handler (CPH) as needed.

(iii) Context Parameter Handler (CPH)
The Context Handler is responsible for the task described 
earlier: collecting simple contexts and aggregating them to 
higher-lever contexts that are going to be sent to the Location 
Area Manager (LAM).

3. Module- 3

(i) Location Management (LM Module)
LM Module Manage both Home Network by Home Agent (HA) 
and Foreign Network by Foreign Agent. It is consists of following 
components.

(ii) Home Area or Network
Home Network is consisting of those nodes which uses Home 
Network Resource (HNR). Home Network is managed by Home 
agent.

(iii) Home Agent
It is a router that maintains a list of registered mobile nodes 
in a visitor list. It is used to forward mobile node addressed 
packets to the appropriate local network when the mobile nodes 
are away from home.

(iv) Visitor or Foreign Network
Any network other than the mobile node’s Home Network. It 
delivers information between the mobile node and the home 
agent. Foreign Network managed by Foreign Agent.

(v) Visitor Agent
It is also a router that assists of a locally reachable mobile 
node that is away from its home network.

4. Module -4

(i) Nodes Management (NM Module)
NM Module is consists of Cluster, Cluster Head (CH) and Mobile 
nodes Manager Components.

(ii) Clusters
Cluster is define as grouping of objects (here objects indicates 
nodes) on the basis of their context parameter such as available 
Bandwidth between Nodes, Distance between all nodes, Battery 
Energy levels of each nodes, Location Area information of all 
nodes, Network Conditions, Time etc.

(iii) Cluster Head
CH define as a coordinator of all other nodes in a cluster which 
monitor all types of management activities.

(iv) Mobile Nodes Manager
It is responsible for setup communication between Cluster 
Head and providing disaster information among the CHs.

C. Mechanism of proposed architecture

1. Phase- 1:  Find context parameters values of each 
node and create adaptive clusters in disaster area
Step (I) Select any node randomly then Find all neighbor nodes 
and it acquaintance present in a location area (LA). 
Step (II) Find following Current context parameters of each 
neighbor and its acquaintance by means of sensors. Parameters 
are as follows:

Available Bandwidth between Nodes• 
Distance between all nodes• 
Battery Energy levels of each nodes• 
Location Area information of all nodes• 
Network Conditions• 

Step (III). Nodes try to make adaptive clusters among themselves 
on basis of current Context parameters.
Step (IV) Assign the current Location area to cluster head i.e., 
the identity of the region in which it is located.

2. Phase- 2: Context Based Cluster Head Selection 
(CBCHS)
Step (I) All clusters select one node as a cluster head (CH) that 
coordinates the    cluster management activities.
Step (II) CBCHS selects a cluster head according to the number 
of nodes having some context parameters values such as, 
mobility, transmission range, and network condition and battery 
level.
Step (III) To ensure that cluster heads will not be over-loaded 
pre-defined threshold values of different parameters i.e. the 
number of nodes in each cluster can ideally support.
Step (IV) The node with the maximum numbers of context 
parameters threshold values qualifies is selected as a 
clusterhead.
Step (V) The clusterhead selection methods will repeat for all 
clusters available in the geographical area.
Step (VI) Either the distance between members of a clusterhead, 
must be less or equal to the transmission range between them 
or No. of nodes must be less than and equal to the threshold 
number of nodes in cluster.
Step (VII) This algorithm is not periodic and the clusterhead 
selection procedure is only invoked based on node mobility.

3. Phase –3: Location identification
To use context in Location management applications, of course 
there must be a mechanism to sense the current context and 
deliver it to the application. Here we describe a mechanism that 
has been used to find location of corresponding nodes.
Step (I) Sensor adapt with environment for sensing some 
Contexts parameter such as Location area id, identity of Node, 
distance ,network condition,   Bandwidth between the  nodes, 
battery level of each node
Step (II) each node determines its own location information 
through the use of GPS for finding relative coordinates based 
on signal strengths.
Step (III) Assign all the context parameter including current 
Location area id, to cluster head i.e., the identity of the region 
in which it is located.
Step (IV) Repeat Step I-III till all the relevant information in 
disaster area is achieved.
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4. Phase-4: Self configuration of nodes and updates of 
cluster heads on movement of nodes form one cluster 
to another:
Step  (I) All cluster head start communication to each other 
and share their current context parameters values.
Step (II) when a node moves away from its current location 
Area (CLA) and into a New Location Area (NLA).
Step (III) The location update message sent by a node to its 
home location Area (HLA) by broadcasting to all neighbor cluster 
heads in New Location Area (NLA).
Step (IV) This updates would be done by HA (Home agent) and 
foreign Agent (FA) in home location Area (HLA).
Step (III)  Information of CHs is only updated when the node 
moves out of its Current Location Area (CLA) into a New Location 
Area (NLA).
Step (VI) If moving nodes is Cluster Head then choose a new 
cluster head on basis of their context parameters.
Step (V) Repeat step – I to IV as nodes change their 
locations.

5. Phase-5: Communication Start among mobile users 
and nodes
Step (I) Any node that broadcast a message to all its neighbors 
called initiator.
Step (II) The node which is very close to initiator gives reply.
Step (III) Now join all nodes within range to form a cluster.
Step (IV) Select one of them as a Cluster Head (CH).
Step (V) communication is take place among the CHs.

IV. Conclusion
In this Paper, the foundations and major design principles of 
Context Based Location Management platform that enables 
self-configuration, location Update and Context awareness in 
MANETs. To perform location-management update of nodes is 
good effective in movements of nodes and scatters nodes. A 
main difference of our scheme from the location management 
schemes mentioned above is that we make no assumptions 
regarding either the shape or size of the network terrain or 
the density of the nodes. By the aid of acquaintances, our 
scheme informally builds a ‘soft’ location management setup 
and eliminates the need for strict management strategies (like 
computation of grids, assignment of location servers or home 
regions, location registration, etc).

V. Future Scope
It is possible in some scenarios, such as rescue missions or 
military actions, that all nodes move out of the region where 
all home agents are located. In such scenario, all homes are 
ineffective, and new homes need to be created. If movement 
is intensive, the method becomes ineffective. It is possible to 
design some repair techniques, such as designing new home 
agent upon certain number of inefficient destination searches, 
but their effectiveness is also limited to ‘small’ movement. Thus 
we believe that “Context Based Location Management’’ in ad 
hoc networks has the potential to be very efficient, in terms 
of small hop counts, almost guaranteed delivery, and small 
communication overhead, in such scenarios.
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